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WHO WE ARE

WHAT OUR PARTNERS ARE SAYING

The Southeast and Caribbean Disaster
Resilience Partnership (SCDRP) is a
coalition of public and private
organizations that collectively seeks to
strengthen the resilience of communities
to mitigate and adapt to the impacts of
natural hazards and climate change.
SCDRP is the broadest regional
collaborative network for professionals in
emergency management, climate
adaptation, and disaster preparedness,
recovery, and resilience in the U.S.
Southeast and Caribbean.

James Murley
Chief Resilience Officer,
Miami-Dade County

WHAT WE DO
Over the past decade, our network has
evolved into a cross-sector regional forum
for resilience professionals from the
public, private, and non-governmental
sectors to:
build relationships and deepen
communities’ resilience capacity
through targeted regional coordination
events
outreach to and engage with
government officials and businesses
support public policy research
host an annual regional convening

www.scdrp.secoora.org

linkedin.com/company/scdrp

Tancred Miller,
Policy & Planning Chief,
NC Division of Coastal
Management

Julie Shiyou-Woodard,
President & CEO,
Smart Home America

facebook.com/scdrp

“The SCDRP is a key platform
because it allows a crucial
knowledge exchange of best
practices related to the shared
resilience and climate issues
faced by the Southern Atlantic
states and Caribbean. MiamiDade County values the
importance to connect with our
SCDRP peers to work together
and coordinate innovative
solutions to the unique
challenges we face together as
a region.”

“The SCDRP is one of the best
vehicles we have for building
and maintaining public-private
collaborations for this
essential work in the
Southeast United States. Our
divisions benefit greatly from
the information and sharing of
best practices among the
dedicated practitioners across
the region.”

“As disasters increase in
frequency and severity, no
organization can mitigate the
impacts alone. We must
collaborate to make a meaningful
difference for at-risk
communities and streamline our
efforts. SCDRP is a force
multiplier. They help us foster
resiliency and avoid duplicative
efforts.”

@SCDRP_RESILIENT
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OUR WHY
SCDRP recognizes that the scale of
disasters and climate-related impacts
faced in the U.S. Southeast and Caribbean
territories and nations require vested
interests to protect and transform highrisk communities. Our efforts reflect a
deep commitment to collaboration across
sectors to strengthen the region’s capacity
to address common issues resulting from
disasters and climate impacts.

JOIN OUR EFFORTS
Membership is crucial to supporting a
diverse network of professionals who
share resources and best practices
about resilience and climate adaptation

ROLE OF SCDRP IN
DISASTER RESILIENCE
Facilitate
response and
recovery needs
Further robust
policy, hazard
mitigation, and
recovery plans

Share
information, best
practices, and
resources

Explore climate
adaptation
strategies

in the U.S. Southeast and Caribbean.

MAKING A DIFFERENCE BY:

Building state, territory, tribal,
and local capacity to advance
resilience

Catalyzing positive social, economic,
and environmental change in the
face of increasing climate risks

Accelerating equitable
recovery from disasters

Become an SCDRP member today at: scdrp.secoora.org/membership
www.scdrp.secoora.org

linkedin.com/company/scdrp

facebook.com/scdrp

@SCDRP_RESILIENT

